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1)

ANCELL, S[amuel]. A circumstantial journal Of the long and tedious blockade and siege of gibraltar, from the twelfth of
september, 1779...to the third day of february, 1783, containing An Authentic Account of the most Remarkable Transactions, in
which the Enemy's Motions, Works, Approaches, Firings, &c. are particularly described.
Liverpool. Printed by Charles Wosencraft, 1784.
8vo. 290pp. With an engraved folding frontispiece and one further engraved plate. Contemporary sheep, later rebacked and
recornered, with contemporary red morocco lettering-piece laid-on. Rubbed and a trifle marked. Hinges exposed, slightest of loss
to bottom corner of Mm, lightly foxed throughout.
A narrative of the Siege of Gibraltar (1779-83) during the American War of Independence, by English soldier Samuel Ancell
(c.1760-1802), who served with the 58th Regiment during the blockade. This definitive account of the conflict, composed from
letters Ancell sent to his brother, relates the unsuccessful attempt by joint Spanish and French forces to capture the Rock of
Gibraltar which had been a de facto British possession since 1704 and was officially awarded to the British crown under the Treaty
of Utrecht in 1713. The four year siege remains the longest ever endured by the British Army.
ESTC locates copies at seven locations in the British Isles (BL, Glasgow, King's College London, NLS, National Maritime
Museum, Oxford, and Leeds), and a further five in North America (Boston, Cleveland, Massachusetts, New York, and Rice).
ESTC T128421.
£ 450
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TINMAN’S STOCK IN TRADE
2) [AUCTION CATALOGUE]. A catalogue of all the Stock in
Trade, working tools, household furniture, And other Effects of Mr. Michael
Weston, brazier and tinman, high-street, evesham, which will be Sold by
Auction, by j. agg & son...On Monday, the 22nd Day of September, 1817, and
five following days.
Evesham. J. Agg, [1817]. First edition.
12mo. 23pp, [1]. Uncut in recent paper boards, recent printed paper letteringpiece to upper board. Very minor wear to extremities. Recent endpapers,
occasional ink-spotting, light marking, and marginal annotations relating to the
sale.
An apparently unrecorded auction catalogue of the sale, at Worcester based J.
Agg & Son on 22nd September 1817, of the shop stock, trade tools, and
personal belongings of Evesham brazier and tinman Michael Weston 'under a
deed of assignment for the benefit of his creditors.'
£ 300

3)

[BELLARMINO, Roberto Francesco Romolo, Saint]. Ouranography: or Heaven Opened. The substance of Cardinal
Bellarmine's five books Concerning the Eternal Felicity of the Saints...
London. Printed for W. Rogers...and B. Tooke, 1710. First edition in English.
12mo. [2], xix, [1], 276pp. With an engraved
portrait frontispiece. Contemporary speckled
calf, contrasting red morocco lettering-piece.
A trifle rubbed, some wear to boards, slight
loss to head and foot of spine, paper shelflabel to bottom compartment. Bookplate of
'Robert J. Hayhurst' to FEP, lightly foxed.
The first edition in English of Saint Roberto
Francesco Romolo Bellarmino's (15421621) writings on the eternal satisfaction of
the saints; translated by Church of England
clergyman Benjamin Jenks (bap. 1648, d.
1724). Bellarmino, a Roman Catholic cardinal
and proponent of the Counter-Reformation,
is primarily remembered for his involvement
in the heresy trial of Galileo Galilei.
ESTC locates copies at two locations in the
British Isles (Birmingham and BL), and a
further six in North America (Bowdoin,
California, Folger, Illinois, New York Public
Library, and Texas).
ESTC T104455.
£ 275
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WITH NAVAL PROVENANCE
4)

[BOWEN, Abel]. The naval monument, containing official and other accounts of all the battles fought between the navies of
the united states and great britain during the late war; and an account of the war with algiers...to which is annexed a naval register
of the united states.
Boston. Published by A. Bowen, 1816. First edition.
8vo. xvi, [2], 316pp, [2]. With tipped-in errata slip, an engraved frontispiece, and 24 engraved plates. Contemporary calf, recently
rebacked, recent contrasting black morocco lettering-piece. Boards worn, bumped, and repaired. Booksellers catalogue
description pasted to FEP alongside the book-label of 'Mr. G. Hyde de Neuville', the ink gift inscription; 'P. J. from Lady
Leveson', and the ink ownership inscription; 'Arthur C. Leveson / Royal Navy', recent free-endpapers, offsetting from all plates,
browned, foxed throughout.
The first edition, with remarkable provenance, of this comprehensive account of the naval engagements fought between the
United States and Great Britain during the War of 1812, compiled by Boston based engraver, publisher, and writer Abel Bowen
(1790-1850). Appended to the work is a Naval Register for 1815 listing the name, rank, and commission dates of every man
serving in the United States Navy.
Jean-Guillaume, Baron Hyde de Neuville (1776-1857), French diplomat, exiled to the United States by Napoleon under
accusations of complicity in an assassination attempt remaining there until 1814. Returning to his native country following the
First Restoration he served as ambassador to the United States (1816-1821), and, in 1828, became minister of the French navy.
Arthur Leveson (1868-1929), Admiral of the Royal Navy, who served as Rear Admiral Commanding His Majesty's Australian
Fleet during the First World War, and later as Commander-in-Chief, China.
COPAC records copies of this first edition at only three locations (BL, Manchester, and National Maritime Museum).
£ 500
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5) [CAMPBELL, John]. The Polite Correspondence: or, Rational
amusement; being A Series of letters, Philosophical, Poetical, Historical,
Critical, Amorous, Moral, and Satyrical...
London. Printed and Sold by John Atkinson et al., [1750?]. Second edition.
8vo. xi, [1], 432pp, [8]. Contemporary calf, gilt. Heavily rubbed, without
lettering-piece. Bookplate of 'Mrs. Col. Forbes Leith, Whitehaugh', and
armorial bookplate with identifying information deleted to FEP, short
marginal tear to Bb4, occasional light spotting.
A compilation of miscellaneous instructive and entertaining literary epistles
gathered by Scottish-born historian John Campbell (1708-1775) and first
printed in 1741.
Both editions are scarce, with ESTC locating copies of this second at only
three locations in the British Isles (BL, Leeds, and Oxford), and a further
seven in North America (Folger, Henry E. Huntington, Indiana, Rice, Illinois,
New York, and Pennsylvania).
ESTC T80864.
£ 200

JAMES STONHOUSE’S COPY
6)

CATTANEO, [Giovanni], Conte. The source, the strength, and the true spirit of laws...
London. Printed for Lockyer Davis, 1753. First edition in English.
8vo. xvi, 167, [1], 99pp, [1]. Contemporary calf, gilt. Rubbed, upper board detached, lower joint split with board working loose,
loss to head and foot of spine. Ink ownership inscription to FFEP of 'James Stonhouse M. D. / of Northhampton 1753',
repaired tear to foot of H2, leaves a trifle toned.
A revisionist response to numerous eminent writers on eighteenth-century political science, particularly Montesquieu and his
influential, De l'esprit des loix (1748), presenting an alternative theory of civil liberties and the rule of law.
Sir James Stonhouse (1716-1795), English physician and Church of England clergyman, whose numerous religious tracts found
popularity under the Society for the Promotion of Christian Knowledge imprint.
ESTC T122234.
£ 250
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RARE RESTORATION ACCOUNT
7)

[CHARLES I]. White-ladies: or his sacred majesties Most miraculous Preservation, After the battle at worcester, September 3.
1651. Faithfully imparted for the satisfaction of the Nation by Eye-witnesses. By Special Command.
London. Printed for the Author, 1662. First octavo edition.
8vo. 32pp, [1]. With a woodcut frontispiece, trimmed and window-mounted. Recent red morocco, lettered in gilt. A trifle sunned
and rubbed, soiling to upper board. Many leaves expertly remounted at gutter, touching text of A2, without loss of sense.
Occasional slight shaving to upper margin touching pagination numerals.
An anonymous narrative of the tribulations suffered by Charles II following defeat at the Battle of Worcester apparently 'issued
by special command', likely in an attempt to profit from the Restoration. The terminal leaf bears a statement from the publisher
announcing their intention to print a further volume should this first part find success - it would appear that this did not come to
fruition.
Rare, with ESTC locating copies of this octavo edition at only two locations in the British Isles (BL and Oxford), and one further
in North America (Minnesota). Copies of the (simultaneously issued?) quarto edition are recorded at two British locations (BL
and Oxford), with none elsewhere.
ESTC R219459, Wing W1861.
£ 500
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PLAGUE PROCLAMATIONS
8) [CHARLES I]. Certaine statutes especially selected,
and commanded by his Majestie...Also certaine Orders thought
meete by his Majestie and his Privie Counsell, to bee put in
execution, together with sundry good Rules, Preservatives, and
Medicines against the Infection of the Plague, Set downe by the
College of the Physicians...
London. Printed by Robert Barker and John Bill, 1630. First edition.
Quarto. [148]pp. With an initial leaf, blank but for signaturemark 'A' in mortised ornament, and a terminal blank leaf. Recent
red half-morocco, red cloth boards, lettered in gilt, T.E.G. A
trifle marked and discoloured. Recent marbled endpapers,
marginal repairs to A1-A2 and R-R2 with slightest of loss to title
text, occasional spots of marking.
A series of legal statues, issued by royal proclamation, concerning
the punishment of vagabonds and the relief of the poor, in
particular those who have contracted the plague. To this end the
latter part of the text provides advice set down by the Royal
College of Physicians for the care of plague victims, including
medicines and related procedures for the easing of pain, orders
for the quarantining of infected households, and methods of
proper burial of the dead.
ESTC records copies at seven locations in the British Isles (BL,
Guildhall, Newcastle, Oxford, Senate House, National Trust, and
UCL), and a further five in North America (Folger, Harvard,
Minnesota, New York Academy of Medicine, and U. S. National
Library of Medicine).
ESTC S101172, STC 9342.
£ 500

9)

CHIFFLET, Pierre-Francois. Bedae presbyteri et
fredegarii scholastici concordia Ad senioris Dagoberti
definiendam monarchiae periodum, atque ad primae
totius Regum Francorum stirpis chronologiam
stabiliendam...
Parisiis [i.e. Paris]. Apud Gabrielem Martinum, 1681. Second
edition.
Quarto. [8], 472pp, [4]. Contemporary blind-stamped calf,
recently rebacked and recornered in tan speckled calf,
recent contrasting red morocco lettering-piece. Rubbing
to boards, with some surface loss. Armorial bookplate to
FEP of 'Rev. Edward W. Urquhart' alongside recent
bookplate of 'Antony Charles Thomas', deleted ink
annotations to title, small rust-hole to margin of Viiii,
very occasional spotting and dust-soiling, light marginal
damp-staining.
French Jesuit, and member of the Society of Bollandists,
Pierre-Francois Chifflet's (1592-1682) edition of Bede's
Historia ecclesiastica gentis Anglorum, the magisterial history
of the early Church in England, from the age of Julius
Caesar to the year 731.
£ 300
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10) [COUNCIL OF TRENT]. The catechism for the
curats, Compos'd by the decree of the Council of Trent, And
Publish'd by Command of Pope Pius the Fifth.
London. Printed by Henry Hills, Printer to the King's Most Excellent
Majesty, 1687. First edition in English.
8vo. [24], 554pp, [30]. Contemporary gilt-tooled speckled calf.
Worn, joints split with board held by cords only. Ink annotation to
blank fly-leaf, ink ownership inscription to head of title, minute
hole to V7 - not touching text, very occasional slight loss to bottom
edge, light dust-soiling to terminal index leaves, overall an internally
clean and crisp copy.
The first translation into English of Catechismus Romanus, as
composed at the Council of Trent during the Catholic CounterReformation, designed to expound doctrine and heighten
theological understanding with the clergy. Authorised by James II,
Anglican curate John Bromley (bap. 1653, d. 1718), who
converted to Roman Catholicism by 1687, assumed the
responsibility of adapting the text. A subsequent translation, by
Jeremy Donovan, would not appear until 1829.
ESTC R16648, Wing C1472.
£ 250

11) [COVENANTS]. The law of covenants. A Treatise, explaining the
Nature and Rules of the several Sorts of Covenants...
In the Savoy [i.e. London]. Printed by John Nutt...for Samuel Butler, 1712.
Second edition.
8vo. [36], 351, 368-512pp, [26]. Complete despite erratic pagination.
Contemporary blind-tooled calf. Rubbed, with some surface loss,
splitting to joints, without lettering-piece, a trifle marked, ink
ownership inscription to upper board. Recent bookplate to FEP of
the Los Angeles Law Library, alongside recent booksellers label of
Fred Lockley, lightly foxed.
An anonymous treatise on covenants under early eighteenth-century
English common law, first printed in 1711.
ESTC locates only a single copy of this second edition in the British
Isles (BL), and four others in North America (Columbia, Folger,
Harvard, and Trinity College). Copies of the first edition are
recorded in only two British locations (BL and National Trust), with
a further seven in North America (California, Columbia, Harvard,
Library of Congress, Quebec, Washington, and Yale).
ESTC T115996.
£ 125
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PRESENTATION COPY
12) CULLEN, Alex[ander]. Adventures in socialism:
New Lanark establishment and Orbiston Community.
Glasgow. John Smith and Son, Ltd., 1910. First edition.
8vo. xv, [1], 329pp, [1]. With half -title, four photogravure plates,
and a folding lithographic plan. Title in red and black. Finely
bound in contemporary red half-morocco, red cloth boards,
lettered in gilt, T.E.G. Minor wear to extremities. Marbled
endpapers, internally clean and crisp. Presentation copy, ink
inscription to half title; 'With the author's compliments / Xmas.
1909 / Alex. Cullen'.
Adventures in Socialism presents a history of New Lanark, a cotton
mill village on the River Clyde, southeast of Glasgow, founded in
1786 by David Dale. The industrial triumph of New Lanark
combined with the success of the surrounding worker’s
community, a milestone in the development of urban planning,
made the village an epitome of utopian socialism. The author,
Scottish architect Alexander Cullen (1856-1911), continues to
relate the history of the Orbiston Community, a fleeting venture
and social experiment founded, like New Lanark, on the principles
of reformer Robert Owen. The Community consisted of a single
stone building designed to accommodate 1000 residents. The
project failed after a single year, in 1827.
£ 175

13) CUMBERLAND, Richard. An accurate and descriptive
catalogue of the several paintings in the king of spain's palace
at madrid; with some account of the pictures in the buenretiro.
London. Printed for C. Dilly...and J. Walter, 1787. First edition.
8vo. iv, 131pp, [1]. Contemporary polished calf, recently
rebacked with contemporary spine laid-on, gilt. Boards a trifle
rubbed and marked, loss to contemporary spine. Recent
endpapers, armorial bookplate of 'Charles Henry Turner' to
FEP, ink ownership inscription of 'John Maude 1815' to title,
slightest of foxing, overall an internally clean and crisp copy.
A catalogue, produced by playwright and novelist Richard
Cumberland (1732-1811), of the artworks in possession of
Charles III of Spain held at the Palacio de Oriente, Madrid;
which include masterpieces by Rubens, Titian, and Velazquez.
Cumberland, author of Anecdotes of Eminent Painters in Spain
during the Sixteenth and Seventeenth Centuries (1782), had spent
time in the country whilst serving as secretary of the Board of
Trade, having been sent to enter into secret negotiations with
the aim of securing a treaty with England.
ESTC locates only two copies in the British Isles (BL and RA),
and a further 11 worldwide.
ESTC T116945.
£ 450
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14) CURTIUS RUFUS, Quintus. The
life of alexander the great.
London. Printed for Francis Saunders, 1690.
8vo. [16], 185, [1], 177-418pp. Collates as
complete as per the copy held at Oxford,
though ESTC calls for an additional four
leaves of preliminaries. With an engraved
frontispiece. Without terminal advertisement
leaf. Recent black half-morocco, tan cloth
boards, lettered in gilt, T.E.G. Minor wear to
extremities. Recent marbled endpapers, ink
annotation to frontispiece, title-page rendered
translucent (due to washing?) with ink
ownership inscription of 'Marg:t Owen' to
head, and deletion of earlier inscription (likely
that of Robert Owen) beneath, lightly foxed
throughout.
A late seventeenth-century translation of
Quintus Curtius Rufus made by scholars of
the University of Cambridge and first printed
in 1687.
ESTC locates copies of this edition at three
locations in the British Isles (BL, Oxford, and
Leeds), and a further nine worldwide.
ESTC R40374, Wing C7698.
£ 250

15) DARWIN, Charles. The descent of man, and selection in
relation to sex.
London. John Murray, 1881. Second edition (fourteenth thousand).
8vo. xvi, 693pp, [1]. With half-title. Original publisher's
blind-stamped green cloth, lettered in gilt. Slightest of
rubbing to extremities. Hinges exposed, with upper board
loosening, else internally clean and crisp.
Darwin's second great book on evolutionary theory,
expanding upon many of the themes first outlined in On the
Origin of Species, and arguably more explosive than his
previous work. "The sole object of this work is to consider,
firstly, whether man, like every other species, is descended
from some pre-existing form; secondly, the manner of his
development; and thirdly, the value of the differences
between the so-called races of man."
Freeman 941.
£ 200
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16) DICKENS, Charles. A Christmas Carol. In Prose. Being a Ghost Story
of Christmas.
London. Bradbury & Evans, 1858.
8vo. [8], 100pp. With half-title. Original publisher's green printed paper
wrappers. A trifle marked, chipping to head and foot of spine. Light
marginal foxing, overall an internally clean and crisp copy.
A remarkable survival in the fragile original wrappers of Dicken's festive
classic, from the 'Cheap and Uniform Editions of Mr. Dicken's Christmas
Books', first published by Bradbury & Evans for Chapman & Hall in 1843.
COPAC records copies at only three locations (Durham, Leeds, and
Oxford).
£ 250

17) DODSLEY, R[obert]. The king and the miller of mansfield. A Dramatick Tale.
London. Printed for the Author...and Sold by T. Cooper, 1737. First edition.
8vo. [3], 51pp, [1]. Without half-title. Later marbled paper wraps. Light wear to extremities. Ink inscription to head of title; 'This
is a Gift of Will Norton's', ink inscription to head of drop-title; 'Will Sorimer 1744', spots of dust-soiling and foxing throughout.
The second play of bookseller and writer, Robert Dodsley (1704-1764), The King and the Miller of Mansfield received much
applause on its debut at Drury Lane. The work sees protagonist Henry II realise that he is no more then a 'common man' and
thus resolves to aid the plight of the lower classes, raising simple miller John Cockle to knighthood. Sir John Cockle at Court, a
comic sequel of the following year, would continue his misadventures.
ESTC locates only four copies at two British libraries of this variant edition with the catchword with- to p.11 (BL, Oxford).
Seven further copies are recorded in North America (Cornell, Folger, Harvard, Indiana, McMaster, Rice, and San Antonio).
ESTC N12830.
£ 75

18) [DUKE OF GRAFTON]. A first letter to the duke of grafton.
London. Printed for Isaac Fell, 1770. First edition.
8vo. [8], 39pp, [1]. With half-title. Disbound. Slightest of spotting, overall a clean and crisp copy.
An anonymous address to Augustus Henry FitzRoy, third duke of Grafton (1735-1811), then prime minister, chastising the
politician for his actions in government, particularly regarding the Corsican Crisis, attitudes towards the American colonies, and
his antagonism towards John Wilkes. Grafton would resign his position in January 1770, shortly after the publication of this
pamphlet.
ESTC locates only three copies in the British Isles (BL, Oxford, and National Trust), and a further seven in North America.
ESTC T96863.
£ 75
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19) DUNSANY, [Edward Plunkett], Lord. Patches of sunlight.
London. William Heinemann, 1938. First edition, proof copy.
8vo. viii, 299pp, [1]. Original publisher's printed paper
wrappers. Rubbing and chipping to spine, with some loss to
head and foot, a trifle marked. Lightly foxed, overall internally
clean and crisp.
A proof copy of Edward Plunkett, Lord Dunsany's (18781957) second autobiographical work, following on from My
Ireland (1937).
£ 100

DUELLING DRAGOONS
20) [FOSKETT, Henry]. Facts and observations explanatory of
the conduct of captain foskett, of the 15th. light dragoons, as one of the
seconds in a duel, In the Year 1806...
London. Printed by G. Sidney...For J. J. Stockdale, 1810. First edition.
8vo. [2], 24pp. Recent navy half-morocco, blue cloth boards, lettered in
gilt, T.E.G. Slightest of wear to extremities. Recent marbled endpapers,
title-page lightly browned and laid-down at gutter margin, occasional
spotting.
An account of the actions of Captain Henry Foskett of the 15th Light
Dragoons, written to address aspersions made against his character, in the
matter of his serving as a second to a duel fought in 1806 between Cornet
Ross and Lieutenant Wallace, also of the 15th Light Dragoons, following a
dispute arising from the sale of horses. The incident was subsequently
raised in the House of Commons by General Craufurd, whose inaccurate
statements regarding proceedings called into question Foskett's conduct,
severely damaging his reputation and career. In an effort to rectify this
Foskett provides a detailed recounting of the duel alongside numerous
testimonials praising his command of the regiment and honourable
qualities as a gentleman.
COPAC records copies in five locations (Cambridge, National Trust,
Newcastle, Oxford, and Queen's University Belfast).
£ 250
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21) [GENOUDE, Antoine-Eugene de]. Vie de Jacques Cathelineau, premier generalissime des armees Catholiques et royales de la
vendee.
A Paris. Chez Le Normant, 1821. First edition.
8vo. [2], xxiv, 138pp. Original publisher's tan paper wraps. Slight wear to extremities. Occasional light spots of foxing.
A life of Jacques Cathelineau (1759-1793), a Vendean insurrection leader during the French Revolution, by Roman Catholic
theologian and politician Antoine-Eugene de Genoude (1792-1849). Cathelineau, during what would come to be called the
War of Vendee, organised a peasant militia in order to wage a private conflict against the First French Republic which he so
loathed. Despite early success in seizing government controlled territories the Royalist siege of Nantes would prove their
undoing, with Cathlineau being killed by a sniper’s bullet.
£ 50

LARGE PAPER COPY IN RED MOROCCO
22) [GISBERT, Blaise]. Christian eloquence in
theory and practice. Made English from the French original,
by Samuel D'Oyley, M. A. late Fellow of Trinity-College in
Cambridge.
London. Printed for H. Clements, 1718. First English edition.
8vo. [32], 435pp, [1]. Large paper copy. Elegantly bound in
contemporary red morocco, spine richly gilt. Slight loss to
head of spine, very small worm-hole to single compartment,
remnants of paper labels and some marking to boards,
corners bumped. Marbled endpapers, ink ownership
inscription to recto of FFEP; 'Edwardi Osborn / E. Libris',
very occasional pencil annotations and underlining, light
marginal damp-staining to four leaves, lightly foxed.
The first English translation of L'eloquence chretienne (Lyons,
1702) by French Jesuit rhetorician and critic, Blaise Gisbert
(1657-1731); a work on oratorical exactitude and decorum
regarding the matter and form of sermons. 500 ordinary
copies were produced by printer William Bowyer, with this
large paper copy being one of only 25 recorded.
ESTC T129113.
£ 250
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23) GREENE, Thomas. Four discourses on the Four Last Things; viz.
death, judgment, heaven, and hell.
London. Printed for John Rivington, Bookseller to the Society for Promoting Christian
Knowledge, 1775. New edition, corrected.
12mo. viii, 261pp, [3] publisher's advertisements. Contemporary speckled calf,
gilt. Lightly rubbed, joints cracked, loss to head and foot of spine. Internally
clean and crisp but for the odd spot of browning, contemporary ink inscription
to head of title; 'Mary Lancaster D.D. Thos. Osborn L.L.D. 1776'.
Thomas Greene (1658-1728), successively bishop of Norwich and Ely and later
master of Corpus Christi College, Cambridge. First printed in 1734, Four
discourses examines the Christian eschatology of the final stages of the soul in life
and the afterlife, often commended as a subject for pious meditation.
This apparently the last of five eighteenth century editions, all decidedly
uncommon, with ESTC locating only one copy of this edition (BL).
ESTC T491515.
£ 150

24) GRIMM, Jacob. Teutonic mythology.
London. George Bell and Sons, 1882. First
edition in English.
8vo. In four volumes. Original publisher's
brown cloth, lettered in gilt. Slight
rubbing to extremities, else remarkably
clean – a fine set. Bookplates and ink
manuscript shelf-marks to all FEPs of the
'Bath Public Reference Library', with their
occasional embossed stamps throughout
all volumes, lightly foxed.
The first translation into English of this
influential
treatise
on
Germanic
mythology by philologist Jacob Grimm
(1785-1863), remembered primarily for
his editorship and popularisation of
folklore alongside his brother Wilhelm
Grimm.
£ 250
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25) [HALLYWELL, Henry]. A private letter of Satisfaction to a friend concerning 1. The sleep of the soul. 2. The state of the soul
after death, till the resurrection. 3. The reason of the seldom appearing of separate spirits. 4. Prayer for departed souls whether
lawful or no…
[London]. [s.n.], 1667. First edition.
[2], 84pp. Without terminal blank leaf.
[Bound after:] SANDERSON, Robert. Five cases of Conscience: Occasionally Determined by A late Learned Hand. London.
Printed by E. C. for Henry Brome, 1666. [8], 128pp. With an additional engraved title-page.
8vo. Contemporary calf, gilt, paper lettering-piece with title in manuscript. Heavily worn, joints split, upper board held by cords
only. Front pastedown sprung, ink-spot to title of second bound work, very occasional slight shaving to pagination numerals,
sporadic spotting. From the recently dispersed library of Hugh Selbourne, with his occasional neat ink-stamps.
Two theological works, the first an exploration of the nature of the soul by Anglican clergyman and Cambridge Neo-platonist
Henry Hallywell (d.1703?); the second a monograph on Christian conscience by Calvinist bishop of Lincoln, Robert
Sanderson (1587-1663).
ESTC R18021, R15053. Wing H465, S603.
£ 450
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26) HOLMAN, H[erbert]. A handy book for shipowners
and masters.
London. G. Wilder & Son, 1891. Second edition.
8vo. [4], 155pp, [1]. Original publisher's blue cloth, lettered in black.
A trifle rubbed, some water-damage, ink-spotting and marking to
boards, spine sunned. Internally clean and crisp,
The second edition of this manual providing instruction on the
proper procedures and regulatory requirements connected to ship
ownership; from the correct methods for storing cargo, to the
primary causes of collisions and casualties. Issued by the managers of
the Shipowner's Protection Association Limited, the work proved
enduringly popular, running up to a sixteenth edition in 1964.
£ 150

27) [IRISH STAGE], [MORGAN, Lady Sydney]. A few reflections,
occasioned by the perusal of a work, entitled, "familiar epistles, to
Frederick J[one]s Esq. on the present state of the Irish stage.".
Dublin. Printed by J. Parry, 1804. Presumed first edition.
12mo. vi, [1], 8-77pp. Recent marbled boards with contrasting red
morocco lettering-piece to upper board. Slightly rubbed. Light
browning and soiling to title, evidence of attempts made to erase ink
stamps to p.31 and p.72.
A critical response by novelist and socialite Lady Sydney Morgan
(bap. 1783, d.1859) to politician and writer John Wilson Croker's
(1780-1857) anonymous lambasting of the contemporary state of
Irish theatre. A thoroughly offended Croker would respond in kind
by pillorying all of Morgan's subsequent literary productions at every
opportunity.
COPAC records copies at four locations (Birmingham, BL,
Cambridge, and Trinity College Dublin).
£ 200
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BODLEY'S FIRST LIBRARIAN
28) JAMES, Thoma[s]. Bellum papale, sive, concordia discors sixti
quinti, et clementis octavi, circa Hieronymianam Editionem....
Londini, [i.e. London]. Impensis Joh. Dumore, 1678.
12mo. [50], 122pp, [6]. Recent black cloth, lettered in gilt. Very minor wear to
extremities. Recent endpapers, presentation bookplate to FEP; 'This Volume
forms part of the Tottenham Library, which was purchased by general
subscription, as a testimonial to the memory of the late Revd. Edward
Tottenham, B.D., to be held in perpetual trust for the public benefit of the City
of Bath. December, 1853', recent book-label and ink shelf-marks of the 'Bath
Reference Library' to FFEP, ink ownership inscription to head of title; 'Edwd.
Tottenham / London 1834', horizontal tear to title-page - expertly repaired,
some loss to lower margins of F1 and G3, with small paper flaw to fore-edge
of the latter, slight water-staining to gutter of final two gatherings, occasional
light dust-soiling and browning.
An intricate examination, first printed in 1600, of manuscript and printed texts
composed by the fathers of the Roman Catholic church, undertaken by
religious controversialist Thomas James (1572/3-1629) in the belief that early
theologians had deliberately falsified material. James, who possessed an ability
to decipher manuscripts and detect literary forgeries unrivalled amongst his
contemporaries, would be rewarded with appointment as the first librarian of
the newly inaugurated university library at Oxford under the direction of
Thomas Bodley.
ESTC R26821, Wing J434.
£ 300

PARIS PRINTED RASSELAS
29) JOHNSON, [Samuel]. The history of rasselas, prince of abissinia. A
tale.
Paris. Printed for Theophilus Barrois Junior, 1804. New edition.
12mo. 154pp, [2]. With a terminal advertisement leaf. Contemporary
calf, contrasting red morocco lettering-piece, gilt. Slight rubbing to
extremities. Armorial bookplate to FEP 'Ex Libris Castelli Sancti
Pontii', light foxing.
A Parisian edition of Johnson's didactic romance, first published 1759,
printed as a part of publisher Theophilius Barrois' series of classic
English literature; which included works by Goldsmith, Milton,
Sheridan, and Swift.
£ 200
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30) JOVELLANOS, Gaspar de. A sus compatriotas memoria
En que se rebaten las calumnias divulgadas contra los individuos de la
junta central. Y Se da razon de la conducta y opiniones del autor desde
que recobro su libertad con notas y apendices.
Coruna. En la Oficina de D. Franciso Candido Perez Prieto, 1811.
8vo. In two parts. [20], cxxxi, [1]; clvi. Recent vellum backed marbled
boards, lettered in gilt, with contemporary marbled paper wraps
bound-in. Minor wear to extremities. Internally clean and crisp. Later
ink inscription to recto of blank FFEP, contemporary ink inscription
to upper marbled wrap of British Conservative politician R.H. Clive.
An expose by Spanish statesman and Enlightenment luminary, Gaspar
de Jovellanos (1744-1811), detailing his tenure within the Supreme
Central Junta, the governmental body that accumulated the executive
and legislative powers during the Napoleonic occupation of Spain, and
highlighting the misconduct of the Cortes Generales against it.
From the library of British Conservative politician Robert Henry
Clive (1789-1854), the grandson of 'Clive of India'. A founding
member of the Traveller's Club, his library included several books
relating to Spain; many of which in or retaining original
wrappers/contemporary Iberian bindings.
£ 300

MUSICAL POLISH
31) KAULFUSS, J[ohann] S[amuel]. Ueber den geist der
Polnischen sprache. Eine einleitung in die Polnische literargeschichte sur Deutsche.
Halle. Bey Schimmelpfennig und Comp., 1804. First edition.
8vo. 227pp, [1]. With two folding plates of musical notation.
Original publisher's tan paper wrappers, paper lettering-piece
with title in manuscript. Slight wear to extremities with some
loss to head and foot of spine. Ink shelf-marks to FEP of Sir
Thomas Phillipps' Middle Hill Library, lightly foxed throughout.
An introduction to the Polish literary tradition by German
classical scholar, Johann Samuel Kaulfuss (1780-1832).
Written whilst Kaulfuss held a teaching position at St. Mary
Magdalen School in Poznan, the work turns against the
reductive German attitude towards Poland, and praises the
richness, lexical and grammatical plasticity, harmony and musical
elements of the Polish language.
£ 250
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PRESENTATION COPY
32) KEYNES, John Maynard. A revision of the treaty: being a sequel
to the economic consequences of the peace.
London. Macmillan and Co., 1922. First edition.
8vo. viii, 223, [1], 6pp. With half-title and a terminal publisher's
catalogue. Original publisher's navy cloth, lettered in gilt. Without
dustwrapper. A trifle rubbed, damp-staining to foot of boards,
faded shelf -mark in correction fluid to spine. Slight marginal
water-marking to preliminaries, else internally clean and crisp.
Presentation copy, with embossed stamp to that effect to title.
The first edition of this remarkably prescient work of John
Maynard Keynes (1883-1946), continuing on from his 1920
disquisition The Economic Consequences of the Peace, wherein the
economist analyses the impact and of Treaty of Versailles and
argues for a reduction in German reparations, foreseeing the
hyperinflation which would debilitate the country in 1923.
£ 250

33) LABUTTE, R[ene]. A french grammar. To which is
prefixed, an analysis relating to that subject.
Cambridge. Printed by J. Archdeacon...For W. H. Lunn, 1790. Second edition.
8vo. [4], xii, 112pp. Contemporary speckled calf, contrasting red
morocco lettering-piece, gilt. Rubbed, some marking. Ink ownership
inscription to blank fly-leaf of; 'Mary Smith / 1799', foxed throughout.
A reissue, without the original subscribers' list, of the 1784 first edition of
Rene Labutte's (1711/12-1790) primer on French grammar. A former
printer at Bowyer's, Labutte is recorded as the sole compositor of
Gardiner's tables of logarithms and as a more than capable practitioner of
the trade. In 1742 however, Labutte resigned his position, moving to
lecture on the French language at Cambridge, where he remained until
his death and was remembered as an adept and popular teacher.
ESTC records copies of this second edition at only three locations in the
British Isles (BL, Cambridge, and Oxford), and none elsewhere. The first
edition is similarly rare, with copies at only BL, several Cambridge
colleges, Eton, Huntington and the National Trust only.
ESTC T142337.
£ 300
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34) [LYTTELTON, George Lytellton, Baron]. The court-secret: A Melancholy Truth. Now first Translated from the Original
Arabic. By an Adept in the Oriental Tongues.
London. Printed for T. Cooper, 1742. Second edition.
8vo. 43pp, [1]. Later pink paper wrappers. Some marking to extremities. Ink price to head of title (Vol. 3d), ink manuscript
annotation to verso, occasional light dust-soiling.
A political satire written in the form an oriental fable vehemently criticising both the monarchy and parliament - particularly in
regard to expenses and decision making prior to conflict with Spain. First printed in 1741, the work is most commonly attributed
to politician and writer George Lyttelton, Baron Lytellton (1709-1773). The contemporary figures which the piece mocks are
only thinly disguised - the character of the Sultan being an obvious substitute for George II, and his vizier a clear stand-in for his
Prime Minister Robert Walpole.
ESTC T78373.
£ 200

35) MALORTIE DE MARTEMONT, C[harles Stanislas de]. The theory of field-fortification.
London. Printed for T. Egerton, 1823. Second edition.
8vo. vi, [7]-8, 227pp, [1]. With 31 engraved folding plates. Contemporary half-calf, marbled boards. Heavily rubbed, without calf
to spine, marking and surface loss to boards, corners bumped. Very occasional light dust-soiling, plates a trifle foxed with
slightest of soling, some mis-folding and occasional slight splitting along folds.
A detailed, profusely illustrated, treatise on the building and maintenance of battlefield fortifications first printed in 1810.
£ 100
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SIMON ABBES GABBEMA’S COPY
36) MARCHANT, Jacques. Iac. marchantii flandria commentariorum lib. IIII. descripta...
Antuerpiae [i.e. Antwerp]. Ex Officina Plantiniana, Apud Viduam, & Ioannem Moretum, 1596.
8vo. [16], 422pp, [2]. Contemporary gilt-ruled speckled calf, recently rebacked and recornered with contemporary spine and red
morocco lettering-piece laid-on. Rubbing to boards. Recent bookplate of 'Antony Charles Thomas', and ink ownership
inscription dated 1864, to FEP, manuscript gift inscription in Latin hand to FFEP, ink ownership inscription to foot of title-page
of 'Simon Abbes Gabbema / MDCLVIII', very occasional marginal annotations and ink underlining, very small holes to margins
of final four leaves, else internally clean and crisp.
Jacques Marchant's (1537-1609) survey of Flanders, containing extensive geographical and historical descriptions of the
County, from the agriculture and manufacturing, to the political and religious structure of the region. Marchant includes a tour of
the district's towns, comprising amongst others, Bruges, Douai, Dunkirk, Gent, and Ypres, and a chronology for the Counts of
Flanders up to Philip II of Spain.
Simon Abbes Gabbema (1628-1688), Dutch historian and scholar of the Frisian language.
£ 450

37) MAWE, John. Familiar lessons on mineralogy and geology: with coloured plates. To which is added a practical description of
the use of the Lapidary's Apparatus, Explaining the Methods of slitting and polishing Pebbles, &c.
London. Published by Longman, Hurst, Rees, Orme, Browne, and Green, 1825. Seventh edition.
12mo. vi, [2], 110pp, [1]. With half-title, a hand-coloured engraved frontispiece, and three engraved hand-coloured plates.
Original publisher's tan paper boards. Without spine, boards worn and heavily marked. Armorial bookplate of 'Thomas
Courtenay Theydon Warner' to FEP, ink inscription of ' Mrs. Warner to FFEP, very occasional pencil trials, lightly foxed.
Mineralogist John Mawe's (1766-1829) popular manual to the identification and extraction of minerals, first printed in 1819,
including an account of the methods employed in Brazilian gold panning.
£ 100
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38) MAYDMAN, Henry. Naval Speculations, and Maritime Politicks: Being a Modest and Brief discourse of the Royal Navy of
england:of Its Oeconomy and Government, and A Projection for an everlasting Seminary of Seamen, by a Royal Maritime
Hospital. With A Project for a royal fishery. Also Necessary Measures in the present War with France, &c..
London. Printed by William Bonny, and sold by Sam. Manship, 1691. First edition.
8vo. [32], 348pp, [2]. With an engraved portrait frontispiece and a terminal errata leaf. Without terminal blank. Contemporary
gilt-tooled speckled calf, later rebacked, later contrasting black morocco lettering-piece. Rubbed, particularly to joints. Later plain
endpapers, armorial bookplate of 'Thomas Foley' to FEP, with his ownership inscription to verso of frontispiece, very short
closed tear to title - not touching text, worm-trail to upper margin throughout - occasionally touching running-title, slight
marginal loss to lower corner of P1, lower corner of Z1 repaired, lightly foxed.
An extensive critique of the administration of the Royal Navy, with proposals for the improvement of the service, by Henry
Maydman, purser and mayor of Portsmouth for 1710. The work provides a succinct portrait of the economic and organisational
makeup of the navy, before presenting detailed arguments for revisions and the introduction of new procedure. Maydman, for
example, contends that greater provision ought to be made for poor male children in order to better facilitate recruitment; that
the establishment of navy controlled fisheries for the purposes of rations supply be implemented; that trade with France be
continued despite ongoing conflict; and that, this being a rather elaborate suggestion, captured French sailors be employed
fishing the coasts of Newfoundland. The treatise was presumably written, at least in part, in response to the French defeat of the
Anglo-Dutch fleet at the Battle of Beachy Head the year prior to publication; certainly there existed a great unease regarding the
future of British naval strength following the alliance with the Netherlands instigated by William III. Maydman's work, seemingly
disregarded by the naval authorities, perhaps due to his criticisms of the conduct of the Admiralty, nevertheless provides a
revealing portrait of the conditions of the Royal Navy in the closing years of the seventeenth-century.
Thomas Foley (c.1641-1701), politician, supporter of the Glorious Revolution, and latterly a member of the parliament of
William III.
ESTC R30058, Wing M1420.
£ 1,500
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39) [MILFORD HAVEN]. A plain disquisition On
the indispensible Necessity of Fortifying and Improving
milford-haven; Containing likewise An Attempt to
demonstrate the advantages that will arise from it to this
Nation. With Some Hints on the Prosecuting Scheme To
which is annexed An Exact map of the harbour, Drawn after a
very late Survey.
London. Printed for P. Davey and B. Law, 1759. Second edition.
8vo. 55pp, [1]. With an engraved folding map. Recent green
cloth, lettered in gilt. Extremities lightly rubbed and
discoloured. Title-page a trifle browned with slight chipping to
margins, occasional spots of marking - primarily marginal.
A rare monograph on the necessity of fortifying the harbour
of Milford Haven, Pembrokeshire, outlining the benefits said
defences would bring to the nation - particularly in regard to
resisting possible invasion by 'our natural enemies the French'.
ESTC records copies at three locations in the British Isles
(BL, NLW, and Oxford), and a further four in North America
(Cornell, Folger, Henry E. Huntington, and Society of the
Cincinnati).
ESTC T122078
£ 450
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ST. JOHN'S BOOK CLUB
40) MILTON, John. Protestant union. A treatise of true religion, heresy, schism, toleration, and what best means may be used
against the growth of popery...to which is prefixed, a preface on milton's religious principles, and unimpeachable sincerity...
London. F. and C. Rivington, 1826. First edition.
8vo. lviii, 56pp. With half-title and one plate - a facsimile of Bishop Barrington's handwriting. In original publisher's drab paper
boards, printed paper lettering-piece. Wear and loss to spine, chipping to lettering-piece, some surface loss to boards.
Contemporary ink inscription 'St. John's Book Club / W. J. Spencer' and book-label of the Llandaff Cathedral Library to FEP,
with the bookplate of the library to recto of FFEP, small marginal hole to D4, lightly foxed.
A nineteenth-century printing, with the addition of an essay by bishop of Salisbury Thomas Burgess (1756-1837), of poet John
Milton's (1608-1674) polemical tract vehemently attacking the political and theological tenants of Roman Catholicism denouncing them as both dangerous and idolatrous.
£ 100

41) [MORRIS, Thomas]. Moral reflections on the
works of the creation.
York. Printed by A. Ward; and Sold by W. Nicoll et al., 1778. First
edition.
8vo. viii, 174pp, [2]. Later tan cloth, red morocco letteringpiece. Rubbed and marked, spine sunned, splitting to joints.
Recent bookplate of 'Antony Charles Thomas' to FEP, closed
tear to text of H8 - without loss of sense, ink inscription of
'Thomas Barker' to verso of terminal errata leaf, foxed.
The sole edition of this rare provincial monograph on
creationism by Thomas Morris of Barton, of whom little is
known. As Morris states within the preface, the treatise was
comrposed 'to remove the prejudices which too many have
very inconsiderately imbibed against religion...by displaying the
wonderful works of the Almighty in Creation, and thereby
making it appear how reasonable it is that the Author and
Contriver of such grand and surprising works should be
praised, worshipped, and adored by his rational creatures'. In
building his defence against 'modern irreligion and infidelity',
Morris analyses human anatomy, the heavenly bodies, a rich
variety of animal life (including zebra, ostrich, silk-worms, and
the river-horse or hippopotamus (considered in this instance
to be a type of fish), and, curiously, provides a detailed account
of the cocoa tree.
ESTC records copies at four locations in the British Isles (BL,
Cambridge, Oxford, and York), and a further two in North
America (Kansas and U.S. National Library of Medicine).
ESTC T86307.
£ 300
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42) [MURRAY, Lindley]. The power of religion on the mind, in retirement, affliction, and at the approach of death: exemplified in
the testimonies and experience of persons distinguished by their greatness, learning, or virtue.
York. Printed and Sold by Wilson, Spence, and Mawman, 1793. Sixth edition.
12mo. viii, 221pp, [1]. Contemporary calf, gilt, title in manuscript to spine. Rubbed, slight splitting to joints, loss to head, some
marking to boards. Near contemporary, later, and recent ownership inscriptions to front blank fly-leaf, ink ownership inscription
of 'Elizabeth Allen' to head of title, occasional light spotting.
A collection of biographies of eminent historical persons notable for their opinions regarding Christian living and morality, first
printed in 1787, compiled by American grammarian and Quaker Lindley Murray (1745-1826). Anecdotes featured include
contributions from John Donne, Walter Raleigh, Cardinal Richlieu, and John Locke. This edition includes an appendix formed of
two articles: 'A Short Account of the Plague which Prevailed in The City of London, in the year 1665', and, 'Some Extracts from
the Writings of pious and eminent men, against the Entertainments of the Stage, and other Vain Amusements'.
ESTC T134173.
£ 100

43) [OXFORD UNIVERSITY], HOMER. [Homer's
Iliad].
Oxonii [i.e. Oxford]. E Typographeo Clarendoniano, 1811.
8vo. In two volumes. [2], 456; [3], 460-838pp. Title
transliterated from the Greek. Attractively bound in
contemporary vellum, gilt. Extremities a trifle marked
and discoloured, boards somewhat splayed. Marbled
endpapers, near contemporary bookplates of 'James
Guillemard' to front pastedowns, with his ink
ownership inscription to head of Vol. I title, occasional
later ink and pencil annotations, ink marking to text of
Vol. I, p.325, foxed throughout.
An Oxford printing of Homer's Iliad in Greek verse,
once the property of James Guillemard, Fellow of St.
John's College, and later Vicar of St. Giles', Oxford.
£ 200
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44) PEEL, W[illiam]. A ride through the nubian desert.
London. Longman, Brown, Green, and Longmans, 1852. First edition.
8vo. viii, 135, [1], 32pp. With half-title, an engraved frontispiece and a
terminal publisher's catalogue. Original publisher's blue cloth boards,
lettered in gilt. Rubbing to spine, joints, and edges, a trifle marked.
Armorial bookplate of 'Mervyn Lloyd Peel' to FEP, lightly foxed.
The first edition of the travelogue by naval officer Sir William Peel
(1824-1858), third son of Sir Robert Peel (1788-1850), recounting his
1851 journey through the African interior. Having foreseen the
opportunity afforded by a period on half pay, Peel entered into
meticulous preparations for his expedition, including intense study of
the Arabic language under the tutelage of Maronite Joseph Churi, with
whom he would travel. The pair departed in August, tracing a path
north up the Nile, crossing the desert of Khartoum into al-Ubayd.
Their progress was fraught with peril and beset by severe fever. Safely
returning to England in January 1852, Peel immediately set about
composing this memoir. His distinguished career in the Royal Navy
would see Peel serve during the Crimean War at Sevastopol and the
battle of Inkerman, later participating in the military reaction to the
Indian Mutiny. His bravery, being renowned in the services, would see
him become one of the first recipients of the Victoria Cross.
£ 500

MIDDLE-HILL PRINTED
45) PHILIPPS, John Henry. Lyrics and philippics.
Printed at the Middle-hill press. By James Rogers, 1859. First edition.
8vo. [2], 67, [1], 10pp. Contemporary red calf, spine and boards richly
gilt, contrasting morocco lettering-piece. Marbled endpapers, A.E.G.
Rubbed to extremities, boards a trifle scuffed, else a handsome copy.
A collection of lively and topical, largely political lyrics by Welsh
Conservative MP Sir John Henry Scourfield (1808-76), many of
which set to popular tunes, including 'The captive, Tune - "Fill the
Bumper Fair" ', which includes the refrain 'Hurrah for Ireland's cause' to
each stanza. This privately produced edition, printed (it has to be said,
rather poorly) by Rogers at the Middle-Hill Press, appeared under
Scourfield's original initials, John Henry Philipps, when he was MP for
Haverfordwest.
Rare, with COPAC locating only two copies (BL and Oxford). OCLC
adds seven in North America.
£ 250
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46) [PHILIPS, Ambrose]. The free-thinker.
London. [s.n.], 1722.
8vo. In three volumes, comprising numbers 1 to 159 from
24th March 1718 to 28th September 1719. 407, [1]; 364;
395pp, [1]. Handsomely bound in contemporary calf,
contrasting red and green morocco lettering-pieces, gilt.
Rubbed, wear and some surface loss to spines and joints,
Armorial bookplates to FEPs, all volumes without FFEPs,
else internally clean and crisp.
The first reprinting of the initial 159 issues of this whig
periodical, originally published twice weekly, founded and
chiefly written by poet and playwright Ambrose Philips
(bap. 1674, d. 1749). The Free-thinker proved popular with
contemporary critics, regarded as third only to The Tatler and
The Spectator. The periodical eventually ran to 350 issues, the
last dated 28th July 1721.
ESTC T122410.
£ 350

MIDLAND CHRISTIANITY FOR YOUNG PERSONS
47) [PLUMPTRE, John]. A concise view of the history of religious
knowledge, from the creation of the world to the establishment of
christianity. Intended as an introduction For young persons and others...
Kidderminster. Printed by G. Gower, 1795. Second edition.
12mo. [2], 210pp, [6]. Contemporary mottled calf, contrasting black
morocco lettering-piece, gilt. A trifle rubbed, slightest of splitting to joints.
Deleted ink gift inscription to FEP, loss to top corner of FFEP, ink
ownership inscription to recto of blank fly-leaf, horizontal tear to L2, not
touching text, occasional light spotting and browning.
A provincially published reissue of the 1794 London edition of Church of
England clergyman John Plumptre's (1754-1825) comprehensive history
of the Christian religion, designed for the instruction of a juvenile
readership.
ESTC locates copies of this Kidderminster issue at only two locations in
the British Isles (BL and Hurd), and only two further in North America
(McMaster and Union Theological Seminary).
ESTC T138041.
£ 350
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48) POE, Edgar Allan. The poetical works of edgar allan
poe: with original memoirs.
London. Sampson Low, Son & Co., 1858. First illustrated
London edition.
8vo. xxix, [3], 247pp, [1]. With half-title. With 52
engraved illustrations and numerous head- and tail-pieces
by F. R. Pickersgill, John Tenniel, Birket Foster, Fleix
Darley, Jasper Cropsey, P. Duggan, Percivalskelton, and
A. M. Madot. Original publisher's luxury binding of black
calf, richly tooled in gilt and blind, A.E.G. Some rubbing
to joints and board edges. Armorial bookplate of 'Mervyn
Lloyd Peel' to FEP, internally immaculate but for the
slightest of light foxing.
A lavish edition of the macabre poetical works of Edgar
Allan Poe. The sumptuous format of this first illustrated
London edition is enriched by exquisite engravings from
several of the most highly regarded artists of the
nineteenth-century, including F. R. Pickersgill, John
Tenniel, and Birket Foster.
£ 375

49) POWNALL, [Thomas], Governor. Descriptions
and explanations of some remains of Roman antiquities dug up
in the city of Bath, in the year MDCCXC. With an engraving
from drawings made on the spot.
Bath. Printed by and for R. Crutwell, 1795. First edition.
Quarto. [2], viii, 29pp, [1]. With an engraved folding plate
depicting several fragments of Roman antiquities. Uncut and
unopened, stitched, as issued, in original publisher's marbled
paper wraps. Extremities faded and chipped, substantial loss to
spine. Marginal browning and dust-soiling throughout,
occasional light spotting.
An examination, by sometime governor of Massachusetts and
Bath resident, Thomas Pownall (1722-1805) into a choice
selection of archaeological discoveries connected to the Roman
occupation of the city of Bath, Somerset. Known primarily for
his political writings, in particular the Administration of the
Colonies (1764), Pownall achieved considerable respect for his
archaeological texts; antiquities being a life-long passion.
ESTC records copies in seven locations within the British Isles
(BL, Cambridge, Exeter, Glasgow, Longleat House, Oxford,
Somerset Archaeological and Natural History Society), and a
further six worldwide (Alexander Turnball, Boston, Duke,
Harvard, Newberry, Yale).
ESTC T6294.
£ 250
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50) [RATTRAY, Thomas]. Some Particular instructions Concerning
the Christian Covenant, and The Mysteries by which it is Transacted and
Maintained...
London. Printed by James Bettenham: And sold by George Strahan, 1748. First edition.
[4], xxxi, [1], 166pp.
[Bound with a defective work with the drop-head title 'An Essay on the
Nature of the Church', presumably the Henry Fielding treatise printed in
1728. ESTC T56728].
8vo. Contemporary calf-backed marbled boards, contrasting red morocco
lettering-piece. Rubbed, loss to head of spine. Hinges exposed, very small
marginal hole to N2, else internally clean and crisp.
A posthumously published monograph examining the foundations of biblical
covenants by Scottish Episcopal bishop of Dunkeld Thomas Rattray (16841743); together with his essay exploring the importance of rational faculties of
man in religious interpretation and acceptance.
ESTC locates copies of the first bound at five locations (A. K. Bell, Aberdeen,
Lambeth, NLS, Oxford), and a further four in North America.
ESTC T160258.
£ 250

51) SCHOMBERG, Alexander Wilmot. Practical remarks and
observations, on building, rigging, arming, and equipping his
majesty's ships of war, &c. &c..
London. Printed for Longman, Rees, Orme, Brown, Green, and Longman, by
Mason and Son, Chicester, 1832. First edition.
8vo. [3], vi-xii, [9]-118pp. Without half-title, else complete despite
erratic pagination. Later navy straight-grained morocco, blue cloth
boards, lettered in gilt, T.E.G.
The first edition of this rare Chicester printed monograph on the
outfitting practices of warships in the Royal Navy by naval officer
Alexander Wilmot Schomberg (1774-1850), rear-admiral of Blue
Squadron at the time of publication, who later advanced to the rank
of admiral for, most notably, having served with distinction as a
commander during the Napoleonic Wars. This thoroughly pragmatic
treatise is primarily concerned with providing observations and
recommendations of a most exacting standard, the result being an
informative record of rigging and armament procedures within the
navy during the often turbulent early nineteenth-century. As
Schomberg states in his prefatory remarks; 'The true motive for this
technical brochure is for the advancement from good to better; the
instruction of the uninitiated youth in the professions; and the
introduction of arrangements which though neither new nor
unknown to many, have not been carried into effect, and which I am
persuaded would be useful, beneficial, and creditable to the naval
service, and its paramount dignity.'
COPAC records copies at seven locations (Aberdeen, Cambridge,
Glasgow, NLS, National Maritime Museum, and Oxford).
£ 500
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52) SEMPLE, J[ames] G[eorge]. The life of major j. g. semple lisle; containing a faithful narrative of the alternate vicissitudes of
splendor and misfortune...
London. Printed for W. Stewart, 1800. Second edition.
8vo. xxii, [2], 382pp. With half-title and an engraved portrait frontispiece. Contemporary calf, tooled in gilt and blind. Some
rubbing, upper joint split with board held by cords only. Marbled endpapers, shelf-label to FEP, slight offsetting to title, else
internally clean and crisp.
The autobiography of scoundrel and adventurer James George Semple (1759-1815), first printed in 1799. Semple, born in
Ayrshire, Scotland, served in America during the Revolutionary War, where in 1776 he was captured and imprisoned. Following
his release in 1777 Semple travelled widely - claiming to have accompanied Frederick the Great on his campaign of 1778, had an
audience with Catherine the Great, travelled with Prince Potemkin in the Crimea, and designed a uniform for the Russian Army.
Returning to Britain, Semple was arrested for obtaining goods by false pretences and sentenced to seven years transportation - a
ruling commuted on the provision he vacate the country. In consequence Semple moved to Paris where he would later witness
the execution of Louis XVI. Inadvisably returning to England in 1795, Semple was again arrested, in this instance for defrauding
tradesmen, and hence transported to Australia on board the Lady Jane Shore, whose crew mutinied during the voyage. Semple
and others were permitted to abandon the ship, making their way to South America. In 1799, Semple arrived in Tangier, and
surrendered himself to the authorities, who dispatched him to England, where he was committed to Tothill Fields prison, at
which time this narrative was published.
ESTC N19846.
£ 300
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53) [SERVAN, Joseph Michel Antoine]. Discours sur le progres des connoissances humaines en general, de la morale, et de la
legislation en particulier; Lu dans une Assemblee pulique de l'Academie de Lyon.
[s.i.]. [s.n.], 1781. First edition.
8vo. viii, 159pp, [1]. Uncut, stitched in original plain paper wrappers. Loss and some light marking to wrappers. Lightly foxed,
overall an internally clean and crisp copy.
The first edition, in original state, of magistrate Joseph Michel Antoine Servan's (1737-1807) philosophical discourse assessing
human understanding and morality, particularly in regard to economic and legal systems.
£ 125

54) SHERIDAN, Richard Brinsley. The speech of richard brinsley sheridan, Esq. in the house of commons, (8th December 1802)
on the motion for the army establishment for the ensuing year.
London. Printed for John Stockdale, 1802. First edition.
22pp, [2]. With two terminal advertisement leaves. Recent navy morocco-backed blue buckram boards, lettered in gilt, T.E.G.
Very minor wear to extremities. Recent marbled endpapers, foxed and dust-soiled throughout.
An address delivered by playwright and politician Richard Brinsley Sheridan (1751-1816) before the Commons in 1802,
warning of the dangers of allowing the rise of Napoleon Bonaparte to go unchecked.
£ 125

LONDON AND LISBON EARTHQUAKES LAMENTED
55) [SHERLOCK, Thomas]. A letter from the lord bishop of
london, to the Clergy and People of London and Westminster; On Occasion
of the late earthquakes.
London. Printed by Vertue and Goadby, 1750.
16pp.
[Bound with:] TORRIANO, Nathanael. In compendium occidere.
Misericordiae genus est. A sermon, Preached at the two adjoining Parishes of
Hooe and Ningfield in Sussex...Being the Day appointed by Proclamation as a
Day of Solemn Humiliation, Fasting, and Public Thanksgiving to Almighty
God: On Account of The various earthquakes, and other amazing
Phaenomena that happened in Lisbon... Printed by W. Lee at Lewes in Sussex.
[c.1756]. Second edition. viii, 40pp. Slight loss to gutter margin at head of C.
ESTC locates copies at only two locations in the British Isles (BL and
Oxford), and none elsewhere.
[And:] ROMAINE, William. An Alarm to a careless World. A discourse
Occasioned by the late earthquakes... London. Printed for J. Worrall, 1755. [2], 330, [2], 24pp. With a 28pp sermon following the title-page and preceding the
work proper (being without a title-page of its own), identified in manuscript
to head of first leaf of text with 'This is Mr. Pickering's sermon'. Short tear,
touching text, to A2 of unidentified work. Manuscript notation to head of
first text leaf of identified work.
[And:] ALLEN, John. The Nature and Danger of despising repeated Reproofs, considered; in a sermon preached...On Occasion
of the two late earthquakes. London. Printed for J. Noon, and R. Hett, 1750. [4], 27pp, [1]. With half-title.
[And:] ROGERS, John. A sermon Occasioned by the death of the Revd. Mr. William Bentley... London. Printed and Sold by G.
Keith, 1751. Second edition. 59pp, [1]. Loss to gutter margin of final leaf, with loss of text and sense.
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[And:] NEALE, James. Published by Request. The funeral sermon of John Sarney, Husbandman... London. Printed for the Author,
and Sold by J. Fuller, [1760]. 31pp, [1]. ESTC locates copies at three locations in the British Isles (BL, Dr. Williams', and Lambeth
Palace), and none elsewhere.
[And:] PITTS, Joseph. Submission with Praise to God, on the Death of Hopeful Children. A Sermon Preached...By Joseph
Pitts, On Occasion of the Death of his only Son... London. Printed for J. Buckland, 1749. [2], vi, [1], 33pp, [5]. With half-title.
[And:] [An unidentified, defective work]. 3-32pp. Without title-page. Final leaf heavily dust-soiled.
[And:] BRADBURY, Thomas. Jesus christ the Only Mediator between god and Man; In opposition to deism, (which owns no
Mediator;) And popery, (which has brought in an Hundred.) London. Printed for J. Oswald...J. Buckland. 1747. [2], 22pp. Shaving to
top-edge with loss to first two words of title, running-title, and pagination numerals.
[And:] [An unidentified, defective work]. 3-8, 11-56pp. Without title-page and leaf A4 (p.9-10).
[And:] FORD, William. A sermon Preached...At the Ordination of Mr. william ford... London. Printed for J. Buckland..., 1758.
84pp. Slight shaving to bottom-edge of final gathering with some loss of text and sense.
8vo. Contemporary half-calf, marbled paper boards, contrasting red morocco lettering-piece. Heavily rubbed, surface loss,
cracking to spine, soiling to top-edge, corners bumped. Without front and rear free endpapers, light damp-staining and browning
throughout, occasional spotting and dust-soiling.
An intriguing sammelband of sermons, the first four of which concern services of remembrance and thanksgiving relating to
contemporary earthquakes, both the two London-centric events of 1750 and latterly the devastating seismic activity that
decimated Lisbon in 1755.
I: ESTC T1232, II: T47635, III: T25795, IV: T84659, V: N22635, VI: T106815, VII: T77079, VIII: Unidentified, IX: T86759, X:
Unidentified, XI: T101423.
£ 375
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56) [STEPHENS, Alexander]. Public characters of 1800-1801.
London. Printed for Richard Phillips, 1807. Second edition.
8vo. [2], 588pp. With an engraved folding frontispiece. Uncut in original publisher's two-tone paper boards, printed paper
lettering-piece. Rubbed, with some loss and slight marking. Ink ownership inscription of 'Richd. Jebb' to head of title, else
internally clean and crisp.
A collection of succinct biographies of significant British figures, including naturalist Sir Joseph Banks and slavery abolitionist
William Wilberforce. First published in 1798 as British public characters, with a majority of the entries contributed by Alexander
Stephens (1757-1821), the annual issues continued until 1809.
£ 75

57) STURM, [Christoph Christian]. Reflections on the Wisdom, Power, & Goodness of god. Selected from sturm's reflections.
Dublin. Printed by A. O'Neil, 1821. Second edition.
12mo. vii, [8]-180pp. With a woodcut frontispiece, and numerous woodcut vignettes throughout. Original publisher's red
morocco-backed drab paper boards. Boards heavily worn, marked, and soiled. Ink inscriptions and pen trials of 'Jeremiah Bard'
to FEP, occasional creasing and light spotting.
A series of devotional exercises selected from the writings of German preacher Christoph Christian Sturm (1740-1786),
intended for the moral instruction of a juvenile readership, first printed by C. Bentham of Dublin in 1820.
COPAC records copies of this second edition at only three locations (Aberdeen, BL, and Cambridge).
£ 100

SWIFT SATIRISED
58) [SWIFT, Jonathan]. Dr. S-------'s real diary; being A
True and Faithful Account of himself, for that Week, wherein he is
Traduc'd by the Author of a scandalous and malicious Hue and
Cry after him: containing, His entire Journal, from the Time he left
London, to his Settling in Dublin.
London. Printed: And Sold by R. Burleigh, 1715. First edition.
8vo. [12], 26pp. Recent tan morocco-backed brown buckram
boards, lettered in gilt, T.E.G. Very minor wear to extremities.
Recent marbled endpapers, slightest of water-staining to lower
margins, very occasional spotting.
An anonymous satire imitating the style, and mocking the character
of Anglo-Irish author Jonathan Swift (1667-1745). The work was
subsequently issued under the title of Saint Patrick’s purgatory in
1716.
ESTC T34907, Teerink 886.
£ 500
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59) TANSILLO, Luigi. The Nurse, a poem. Translated from the Italian
of luigi tansillo. By william roscoe.
Liverpool. Printed by J. M'Creery, 1800. Second edition.
12mo. 31, [1], 89, [3], 34pp. With half-title, and five line illustrations in the text.
Parallel Italian and English text. Contemporary red half-morocco, marbled
boards, gilt. Extremities a trifle rubbed. Recent bookplate of 'Robert J.
Hayhurst' to FEP, very occasional light dust-soiling.
The second Liverpool printing of The Nurse, the long form poem by Luigi
Tansillo (1510-1568), Italian poet of the Petrarchian school, that encourages
the Early Modern European woman to suckle her own children for the benefit
of both parties' health and emotional well-being. The translator, historian
William Roscoe (1753-1831), referred to the piece as 'the work of one of the
brightest wits in that constellation of Genius which appeared in Italy in the
sixteenth century, and which yet diffuses a permanent light over the horizon of
literature.'
ESTC T97230.
£ 125

MIDDLE HILL COPY
60) VATER, Jean Severin. Grammaire abregee de la langue
polonoise consistant in tableaux, regles et exemples.
A Halle. Chez J. J. Gebauer, 180 7. First French edition.
8vo. vi, [1], 8-46pp, [2]. With four folding tables of grammar
and vocabulary. Decorated cloth boards, earlier tan morocco
lettering-piece to spine. Minor wear to extremities, paper
library shelf-label to upper board. Leaves lightly toned, a near
fine copy. From the Middle Hill library of bibliophile Sir
Thomas Phillipps (1792-1872), with his ink library shelfmarks to front pastedown.
The first edition in French of this grammar of the Polish
language by German theologian, philologist, and linguist
Johann Severin Vater (1771-1826).
£ 250
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61) [WALES]. The petition of the Six Counties of SouthWales, and the County of Monmouth, Presented to the
parliament Of the Common-wealth of england. For a
supply of Ministers, in lieu of those that have been
Ejected.
[London]. [s.n.], 1652. First edition.
Quarto. [2], 5, 8-32pp. Recent brown half-morocco, tan
cloth boards, lettered in gilt, T.E.G. Very minor wear to
extremities. Recent marbled endpapers, some marginal
loss to lower corners.
An appeal, presented by the counties of southern Wales,
requesting that the Parliament of England provide the
Protestant ministers and educational establishments
promised by the 1649 act for the propagation of the
gospel in the nation. The petition is subjoined by letters
from Welsh non-conformist preachers Vavsavor Powell
and Alexander Griffith, the latter of whom devoted
himself to campaigning against the religious dispensations
that had seen him ejected from his ministry and to
exposing the alleged misdemeanours of the propagators.
ESTC records copies at only five locations in the British
Isles (Cambridge, Marsh's, NLS, NLW, and Oxford), and
a further four in North America (Folger, Harvard, Henry
E. Huntington, and Yale).
ESTC R8119, Wing P1836.
£ 500

DEDICATED TO JONSON
62) WARING, Robert. Amoris Effigies: Sive, Quid Fit Amor?...
Londini, [i.e. London]. Excudebat J. Redmyane, 1671. Fifth Edition.
24mo. [14], 10, 138pp, [6]. Contemporary blind-ruled sheep, lightly rubbed,
with small incision to lower board. Upper hinge split. Early inked price of
6d to FFEP, and eighteenth-century inscription of lawyer Newcommon
Wallis to blank-fly.
An unsophisticated copy of this popular seventeenth-century Neo-Latin
love poetry, composed by Robert Waring (c1614-1658), royalist historian.
The fifth edition of the Amoris Effigies (London, 1657), this was the third
edition to include a short dedicatory poem to playwright Ben Jonson.
Wing W864.
£ 150
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63) WARNER, Richard. An illustration of the Roman Antiquities discovered at Bath.
Bath. Printed by W. Meyler, 1797. First edition.
Quarto. [4], xxvi, 85pp, [1]. With 14 woodcut plates of antiquities. Uncut in early vellum backed marbled boards. Discolouration
and light rubbing to extremities. Remnant of library label and some loss to FEP, ownership inscription and library stamp to title,
slight marginal loss to bottom corner of B3, else internally clean and crisp.
An analysis of archaeological discoveries made at Bath by antiquary and Anglican clergyman Richard Warner (1763-1857).
ESTC T92347.
£ 250
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FIRST COMMERCIAL PROPAGANDA
64) WHEELER, John. A treatise of commerce. Wherein are shewed the Commodities arising by a well ordered and ruled Trade,
such as that of the Societie of Merchants Adventurers is proved to be: Written principally for the better information of those
who doubt of the Necessariness of the said societie in the State of the Realme of England.
Printed at London. John Harisson, 1601. Second edition.
Quarto. 125pp [i.e. 126], [2]. With terminal blank. Recent red half-morocco, gilt. T.E.G. Title and final leaf somewhat marked,
the former expertly reinforced at gutter. Occasional marginal wormhole (just clipping text of sidenote, without loss of sense, to
B3v) or paper flaw, sporadic neat pencilled underlining/annotation, otherwise a crisp copy
The second edition, and first London appearance, of a classic exposition of late Elizabethan English mercantilist thought by
John Wheeler (d.1617), merchant and secretary of the Company of Merchant Adventurers.
A treatise of commerce was composed on behalf of the Merchant Adventurers in response to developments, notably the Crown's
granting of freedom of trade to the Hanseatic League and an individual expose license to the Earl of Cumberland, which
appeared to threaten their previously exclusive rights to regulate and organise the English export cloth trade, it is at the same
time the definitive source for the Company's history and a trenchant defence of late-medieval trading practices. Wheeler justifies
the near monopoly practices (an accusation refuted in the text, but justifiable from an historical perspective) of the Company
through arguments of economy, political stability and the safety of the realm in times of war. In simultaneously celebrating the
strengths of the Merchant Adventurers and warning of the dangers of introducing competition from the Hanses, Wheeler sought
to persuade the government and economic actors of Britain of the value of the status quo ante, appealing to patriotism and antiSpanish sentiment where necessary. In fusing the existence of a trading Company with the future security of the nation, Wheeler
is remembered as much for pioneering the literature of corporate public relations, or propaganda, as he is for providing a clear
defence of late-medieval monopolistic trading arrangements.

ESTC S119801, Sabin 103193, STC 25331.
£ 5,000
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65) WITHER, George. Fair virtue the mistress of philarete.
London. Printed by Bensley and Son...For R. Triphook, 1818. New edition.
12mo. xii, 165pp, [1]. Partly uncut in contemporary dark-green
morocco, lettered in gilt, T.E.G. Some rubbing to joints. Marbled
endpapers, ink ownership inscription to blank fly-leaf; 'E Libris / E.
Norman. Gardiner. / E. Coll. C. C. / Oxon. / May. 1887.', occasional
light spotting.
An early nineteenth-century reprint of the 1622 edition of George
Wither's (1588-1667) pastoral poem, edited by Sir Egerton
Brydges (1762-1837).
E. Norman Gardiner (1864-1930), historian of athletic sports of the
ancient world.
COPAC records copies at only three locations (Glasgow, London,
and V&A).
£ 150

- FINIS -
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